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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), a complex public health issue that is the most common primary hepatic malignancy, remains the highest incidence in developing countries and is showing sustained growth across the developed world. HCC is asymptomatic in nature; in the clinic, the low sensitivity of tumor detection is insufficient to characterize its category, risk prediction, or morbidity progression and to direct reasonable preventive measures. Therefore, HCC is usually diagnosed at a terminal cancer stage, and interventions are not effective in time to help patients. Thus, early diagnosis before onset and better comprehension of underlying mechanisms in HCC for molecular targets are urgently needed. Currently, the emerging field of metabolomics, involving high-throughput identification and measurement of metabolites in biological fluids, is a powerful method for appraising disease mechanisms and for biomarker discovery by elucidating the framework of the general dissection of HCC. In this article, we first provided the latest understanding of HCC on risk factors, diagnosis and treatment, and then highlighted a summary of metabolomics research, which is a vital field in HCC. We also discuss the current state of HCC biomarkers and future challenges in the digital and information era of medicine.

Introduction

Liver cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer death worldwide, after lung and stomach cancer; it is also the fifth leading reason in cancer diagnosis among men and the seventh among women.1,2 The incidence of liver cancer was as high as 782 000 new cases in 2012. The mortality of primary liver cancer is abnormally increasing at a surprisingly high rate due to the incomplete and unfavorable prognosis of primary liver malignancy.3 According to records, HCC is one of the most common types of primary liver cancers, representing up to 90% of all primary hepatic malignancies.4 Its incidence tends to be maximal at an age of about 70 years and is comparatively infrequent before 40 years of age. HCC is a crucial livelihood issue in high risk areas such as East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and Melanesia and even in the United States and Europe, primarily due to high rates of infection with HCV virus, different environmental pathogens, obesity epidemics, fat hepatitis, and other risk factors.5-7 The high morbidity rate of this cancer related to the late diagnosis and ineffective treatment decisions is primarily relying on the physiological histology of the liver, limited serological markers, and incomplete clinical presentation. It is essential to detect HCC in early stages to enable successful treatment and management of patients. Currently, in clinical applications, insufficiently sensitive or specific measurements are used to screen early disease, detect disease progression, and evaluate treatment response. Hence, more specific and reliable biomarkers for the early diagnosis and prognosis of HCC are urgently needed.

The emerging field of metabolomics has increased the hope of discovering novel biomarkers of HCC to ameliorate asymptomatic screening and track cancer recurrence and response to treatment. Metabolomics provides a comprehensive chemical fingerprint of cell metabolism, which clarifies the physiological and pathological states of an organism. Therefore, metabolomics provides a powerful platform to obtain insight into the molecular mechanisms of HCC. Not only are metabolites gene or protein end expression products, but they are also a consequence of the mutual relationship between the genome and the internal environment.8,9 It is necessary to move from small, research-oriented studies to validation studies involving a large number of disease sufferers.10 The recent development of metabolomics to identify biomarkers of HCC will be greatly advantageous to patients and health care systems. Profound comprehension of the biological metabolic pathways of the overall disorder and useful biomarkers by a metabolomics approach could offer valuable insight into the mechanism of HCC.11 In the current review, we present reasons for the growing...
need of biomarkers of HCC and for new understanding of HCC; we then pay particular attention to novel techniques used in metabolomics. Importantly, we provide an overview of the studies that have used metabolomics to reveal the pathological mechanisms of HCC. Finally, we probe the future directions and challenges of this research.

Risk factors, diagnosis and treatment

According to previous studies, various risk factors have been related to HCC morbidity, including alcoholism, hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, obesity, diabetes mellitus, cirrhosis, aflatoxin, Wilson’s disease and other blood diseases. The discrepancy of the geographical distribution of HCC is due to different degrees of hepatitis virus transmission. In Africa and East Asia, chronic HBV infection is the main risk factor, while in Western countries, the most familiar risk factor related to HCC is HCV infection. HBV may combine with the host genome, resulting in genetic abnormalities, transforming of HCC-related gene expression and the expression of active proteins which may stimulate the expression of HCC-related proteins; HBV is associated with specific proteins that sensitize signaling pathways and lead to epigenetic modifications. Patients with <500 copies per mL of HBV DNA are in danger of postoperative HBV recurrence. A recent study found that accumulated risk of HCC was higher in people with high titers of HCV RNA than in subjects with low titers, which indicates that HCV RNA titer can be seen as an independent risk factor for the incidence of HCC. Compared with other HCV genotypes, subjects infected with HCV genotype 3 are at high risk for HCC, end-stage liver disease and liver-related death. Diabetes and cirrhosis have been associated with incremental risk of HCC development after treatment of sustained virological response. Patients without cirrhosis have a low chance of developing HCC after sustained virological response compared to patients who have diabetes and cirrhosis. As an independent risk factor for liver fibrosis/ cirrhosis and HCC development, obesity induces elevated tissue inflammation together with increased hepatic stellate cell-derived tenasin-C and toll-like receptor 4 expression. It has been reported that alcohol is the second leading cause of liver disease; in 4% to 5% of cases, fatty liver hepatitis evolves into cirrhosis and HCC. Due to fungal contamination in hot and humid environments, high exposure to aflatoxins existing naturally in maize, corn and rice leads to chronic toxicity and causes high incidences of HCC by obstructing the DNA of hepatic cells and causing mutation of tumor suppressor genes. Infection with the species Schistosoma mansoni, which is associated with risk of developing HCC, is already regarded as a possible human carcinogen in patients infected with HBV and HCV. In addition to occupational exposure and growth factors, genetic factors such as HLA-DRB1 allele polymorphisms, tumor necrosis factor-alpha-308G/A beta 1 polymorphisms, mRNA expression and other genetic factors are attracting increasing attention from researchers in modern medical environments.

Serum tests, diagnostic imaging and histology can be beneficial to the clinical diagnosis of HCC. Currently, liver biopsy is unnecessary in some clinical cases where the tumour diameter exceeds 1 cm and the characteristics of typical imaging, such as dynamic computed tomography scans and magnetic resonance, demonstrate relatively strong adherence to the latest consensus conferences and practice guidelines. In addition, identifying tumours which increase more strongly in the arterial stage than the adjacent liver tissue and present the opposite effect in the venous phase has been advocated as a method to accurately diagnose HCC. However, the abovementioned diagnosis rules are not suitable for all patients, except for patients identified as having cirrhosis or HBV chronic hepatitis. Liver biopsy is still required for the diagnosis of patients who also present with cirrhosis and atypical histopathology or people without typical symptoms of liver disease. Previously, identifying liver cancer in high risk patients depended on the detection of serum α-fetoprotein levels; this is being used less often because the sensitivity is so limited that the high blood levels of α-fetoprotein observed in many other relevant liver diseases are similar to those seen in HCC. To decrease the variability of liver injury diagnoses and normalize the study of typical imaging information, the Liver Imaging-Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) has been proposed by the American College of Radiology for periodic classification; it classifies nodules in five categories as definitively benign, probably benign, intermediate probability of being HCC, probably HCC, and definitively HCC by radiologic characteristics, diseased region diameters or other abnormal behavior. It has been found that LI-RADS category 4 and category 5 possess high sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of HCC; the LR-5 criteria show especially good positive predictive value in diagnosing HCC by gadoxetate disodium-enhanced magnetic resonance, but use of the LR-4 criteria is restricted to a certain extent. Further reduction of the complexity and management of imaging features in high-risk HCC patients by different organizations may be indispensable.

Tumor staging plays an important role in directing and deciding on further treatment. Unfortunately, most patients who present with advanced HCC symptoms at diagnosis are not candidates for therapy. Currently, the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) classification is the most valid and most frequently used system applied to clinical HCC patients. Utilizing the tumor stage, liver function reserve, and performance status, the BCLC treatment strategy is commonly accepted as a guideline for appropriate treatment of HCC. Based on the different stages of cancer, there are several main therapeutic options, including surgical resection, percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI), radiofrequency ablation (RFA), transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), radioactive embolism, and systemic targeted agents. In early stage HCC, therapeutic options such as surgical resection and liver transplantation are the predominant treatments. Under the conditions of single nodules, no cirrhosis and normal liver function, surgical resection is the appropriate treatment. In addition, ablation is deemed a good option at early HCC stages. As alternative therapies in the clinic, percutaneous ethanol injection and
radioactive embolism are adopted for some patients who cannot undergo safe resection due to the combined state of liver lesions and severe tumors. Therapy with PEI and RFA is an available choice for patients who are identified to have small tumours and who cannot undergo an operation or liver transplant. Ideal treatment for patients in the intermediate stage of HCC is TACE, which is also pivotal to palliative treatment and is a standard treatment option for the asymptomatic multinodular disease group. For terminal cancer sufferers, adoption of combined treatment with sorafenib or the best available chemotherapy care should be considered. Due to previous research progress in HCC, the short-term survival rate of HCC has increased; however, the disease still represents a pivotal problem, as the pathological mechanisms of HCC are an inexplicable and intricate process that is closely related to early detection and treatment for patients (Fig. 1).

Metabolomics technologies

Metabolomics refers to the comprehensive profiling of all low molecular weight compounds in a biological system. Metabolic profiling, as a generic term containing “metabolomics”, involves research of the integral metabolism of physiological responses, drugs and disease stimuli; “metabolomics” attempts to identify and quantify all the small molecules in biological fluid samples to build a novel bridge between genotype and phenotype. Currently, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) metabolic techniques are widely used analysis methods. NMR spectroscopy was applied in many early metabolomics studies. Currently, chromatographic techniques, including GC and LC combined with MS, are also frequently used; capillary electrophoresis-MS and Fourier transform spectrometry are also emerging as major spectroscopic techniques utilized in metabolomics analysis. Compared with NMR-based metabolomics, MS-based metabolomics possesses higher sensitivity; thus, generally, large numbers of small molecules can be surveyed. However, this method has a high chance of generating technical artifacts along with high uncertainty of the measurements. GC-MS, a highly sensitive, repeatable and cost-efficient MS analysis method, involves time-consuming sample preparation, resulting in degradation during the operation and metabolite identification. The challenge of LC-MS is that requires smaller amounts of sample than GC-MS in the overall preparation process, including extraction, drying, and concentration. In general, the different metabolomics methods have both merits and drawbacks; MS requires more complicated biological sample extraction methods, and NMR involves the application of larger sample volumes. However, both methods can enable identification of metabolites to deepen the understanding of a phenotype or disease. A combination of different metabolomics technique approaches could enable acquisition of comprehensive and sufficient metabolite information from intricate biological samples.

Introduction of metabolomics to hepatocellular carcinoma

Small changes caused by external stimuli and internal metabolic responses in living systems can give rise to large changes in metabolite levels; the metabolome can be deemed the magnifying glass of the fluctuation of a biological system. Compared with other “omics”, the advantages of metabolomics are its high level of sensitivity and its capacity to analyse relatively fewer
metabolites for research, in comparison to large numbers of complicated corresponding genes or mRNA molecules. In clinical practice, screening metabolite changes in disease populations has become a significant method to identify critical indicators. A small amount of biological fluid may contain countless metabolites, which enables functional characterization of the metabolic situation. Based on the accumulation of knowledge found in databases, distinct metabolic disturbances in HCC patients with biological interpretation can be fully demonstrated by metabolite profiles. Latent characteristics of metabolomics in HCC clinical practice include biomarker discovery and validation, disease-related target molecule discovery, treatment decisions, and patient monitoring. By offering biochemical profiling to provide insight into the biological characteristics of HCC, the novel and rapidly developing omics technology is already promising for researching HCC biomarkers in metabolites, which contributes to superior clinical trial design and distinguishes high risk groups at earlier stages of disease for personalized medicine exploration (Fig. 3). The advent of the "HCC-OMICS" era is a welcome development in the effort to reliably identify biomarkers for fully understanding pathological mechanisms and early molecular diagnosis so that patients can receive appropriate treatment.

Metabolomics for the study of hepatocellular carcinoma

Biomarkers have distinct characteristics that can be used to objectively illustrate and clarify normal or abnormal physiological states, pathogenic processes and responses to therapeutic drug intervention by dissecting biomolecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins, peptides, and other modified molecules. In clinical practice, numerous metabolic-based biomarkers have been reported for the diagnosis and prognosis of HCC. Tumor occurrence and development is associated with metabolic implications. Currently, increasing evidence reveals that metabolism change is not only a cause but is also a result of carcinogenesis in tumor cells, which require large amounts of energy and substrates for nucleotide and lipid synthesis and rapid protein transport. It has been reported that glycolysis in tumor cells, including HCC, is a source of substrates in the pentose phosphate pathway for nucleotide synthesis instead of providing energy in the form of ATP. Essentially, tumor formation is characterized by maximal proliferation of cell components at the cost of energy generation (Fig. 4). A study was conducted to examine the metabolic functions of hypoxia-inducible factors, which play a key role in oxygen-deprived environments, even in HCC tumour models. Metabolic profiling showed that 4-hydroxyproline appeared to be a regulating target in low oxygen survival of wild type cells, while fructose was a regulating target in HIF deficient cells.

Emerging biomarker discovery in HCC is still a thorny issue, mainly due to the inhomogeneity of the clinical symptoms of cancer and the pathological changes resulting from potential pathogenic factors, such as cirrhosis, chronic inflammation and fatty liver disease. HCC is caused by hepatocytes consisting of liver parenchyma; it arises from liver cirrhosis in 80% of
As a major cause of HCC, cirrhosis is the result of chronic liver injury, which leads to hepatocyte regeneration and results in abnormal structural nodules with peripheral fibrosis. A GC-TOFMS-based approach has been put into practice together with Random Forest (RF) analysis to discriminate metabolic characteristics in the progression of hepatocellular carcinogenesis. Compared with healthy controls (NC), hepatitis B virus (HBV) and liver cirrhosis (LC) serum samples, metabolic disorders in hepatocellular carcinogenesis are related to energy metabolism, macromolecular synthesis, and protection of tumor cells from oxidative stress. In the precancerous period of HCC, there is a transformation from...
carbohydrate metabolism to lipid and amino acid metabolism, while the severity of inflammation in cirrhosis increases by further metabolic pathways; these different metabolites have been studied. The most significant alterations in the levels of d-glucose and d-mannitol were observed in the HCC development stage, which elucidates the relationship between chronic inflammation and the pathogenesis of HCC. Metabolic profiling of high-risk individuals and HCC was applied to detect new biomarkers in serum with high sensitivity and specificity for the early diagnosis of HCC using multi-analysis of serum metabolites. A study identified useful biomarkers that indicate branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) metabolism imbalances associated with HCC onset. Compared with LC patients, HCC patients had significant fluctuations of glutamic acid, citric acid, lactic acid, valine, isoleucine, leucine, alpha tocopherol, cholesterol, and sorbose levels. Inspecting metabolic changes with multiple metabolomics platforms in the assessment of HCC may enable the determination of its pathogenesis mechanism. GC/MS and UPLC/MS-MS analysis of all serum metabolites of healthy controls and HCV patients showed that increased levels of 12-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid, (12-HETE), 15-HETE, sphingosine, xanthine, the amino acids serine, glycine and aspartate, acylcarnitines, and some metabolites related to γ-glutamyl oxidative stress indicate abnormal amino acid biosynthesis, cell regulation, and neutralization reactions as well as eicosanoid pathways occurring in the metabolism of HCC patients. In addition, 32 potential biomarkers have been identified in the serum of HCC patients, LC patients and healthy volunteers by NMR and LC/MS-based methods combined with randomized forest (RF) analysis; HCC can also be fully detected in patients whose AFP values are lower than 20 ng mL⁻¹. Metabolic disturbances induced by HCC were found to be involved in ketone biosynthesis, the citric acid cycle, phospholipid metabolism, sphingolipid metabolism, fatty acid oxidation, amino acid catabolism and bile acid metabolism in HCC patients. Abnormal lipid metabolism regulation may forecast progression of the disease pathology to HCC in metabolic syndrome patients. Using a steroid hormone metabolomics method based on LC-MS combined with logistic regression analysis, epitestosterone and allotetrahydrocortisol

### Table 1 Metabolomics applications in hepatocellular carcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological specimens</th>
<th>Technological platform used</th>
<th>Main changing small molecules</th>
<th>Main relevant metabolism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serum68</td>
<td>GC-TOFMS</td>
<td>Phenylalanine, malic acid, 5-methoxytryptamine, palmitic acid, asparagine and β-glutamate</td>
<td>Energy metabolism, macromolecular synthesis, oxidative stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells69</td>
<td>GC-MS</td>
<td>d-Glucose and d-mannitol</td>
<td>Lipid and amino acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum70</td>
<td>HPLC-MS</td>
<td>Xanthine, uric acid, cholyglycine, d-leucic acid, 3-hydroxyacapric acid, arachidonyl lysoleicthine, dioleylophosphatidylolethine</td>
<td>Purine catabolism lipid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma71</td>
<td>GC-MS</td>
<td>Glutamic acid, citric acid, lactic acid, valine, isoleucine, leucine, alpha tocopherol, cholesterol, and sorbose</td>
<td>Branched-chain amino acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum72</td>
<td>GC/MS UPLC/MS-MS</td>
<td>12-Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid, (12-HETE), 15-HETE, sphingosine, xanthine, amino acids</td>
<td>Amino acid biosynthesis, cell regulation, neutralization reaction, eicosanoid pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum73</td>
<td>NMR RPLC-MS</td>
<td>Formate, tyrosine, ascorbate, oxaloacetate, carnitine, phenylalanine, lysophosphatidylcholines, phosphatidylcholines, C16 spinganine</td>
<td>Ketone biosynthesis, citric acid cycle, phospholipid metabolism, sphingolipid metabolism, fatty acid oxidation, amino acid catabolism and bile acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum74</td>
<td>LC-MS</td>
<td>Triglycerides, cholesterol, and fatty acids</td>
<td>Lipid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma75</td>
<td>LC-MS</td>
<td>Epitestosterone, allotetrahydrocortisol</td>
<td>Steroid hormone network, steroid hormone pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum76</td>
<td>LC-MS</td>
<td>Phenylalanine, tyrosine, glutamate, kynurenine, tryptophan and biogenic amines</td>
<td>Amino acid and biogenic amine metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human tissue extracts77</td>
<td>NMR LC-MS/MS</td>
<td>Alanine, succinate, lactate, glycerophosphoethanolamine, inorganic phosphate, leucine, isoleucine, and valine</td>
<td>Aspartate metabolism, tricarboxylic acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma78</td>
<td>LC/MS</td>
<td>Lysine, phenylalanine, citrulline, creatine, creatinine, glycodelcarnitine, inosine, alpha-ketoglutarate, multiple acyl-lyso-phosphatidylolethine</td>
<td>Krebs cycle, urea cycle, amino acid and purine metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine79</td>
<td>LC-QTRAP MS</td>
<td>Nucleosides, bile acids, citric acid, several amino acids, cyclic adenosine monophosphate, glutamine, and short- and medium-chain acylcarnitines</td>
<td>Purine metabolism, energy metabolism, and amino acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum80</td>
<td>LC/MS</td>
<td>Aycylcarnitines, fatty acids, phosphatidyl ethanolamine</td>
<td>Fatty acid, β-oxidation, phosphatidylolethine, phosphatidyl ethanolamine metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum81, Serum82</td>
<td>CE-TOF/MS</td>
<td>Tryptophan, glutamine, and 2-hydroxybutyric acid, Creatine/betaine, betaine, creatine, kynurenine, pipecolic acid</td>
<td>Amino acid metabolism, Central carbon metabolism, glycerolipid metabolism, methylation reactions, oxidative stress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were found to be altered very early in this disease; this method displayed excellent diagnostic capability, with the most highly represented alterations being severe turbulence of the steroid hormone network and greatly decreased urinary steroid hormone levels. It has been found that specific AAs, such as phenylalanine, tyrosine, glutamate, and tryptophan, as well as kynurenine and biogenic amines, may indicate HCC development. Aspartate metabolism is a particularly important and differentiable metabolic pathway of HCC in comparison with non-tumor livers, according to NMR and MS studies based on the metabolomics of human tissue extracts. Regulating the Wnt signaling pathway and disrupting several metabolites, including multiple acyl-lysophosphatidylcholine metabolites related to HCC, is necessary to clarify the pathophysiological process from nonalcoholic fatty liver disease to HCC. The development of metabolomics methods based on liquid chromatography-hybrid triple quadrupole linear ion trap mass spectrometry (LC-QTRAP/MS) and capillary electrophoresis-time of flight mass spectrometry (CE-TOF/MS) as well as modified k-TSP algorithms and a “serum biomarker model” including tryptophan, glutamine, and 2-hydroxybutyric acid is beneficial for the differential discovery of metabolites to understand the biological mechanisms of HCC (Table 1).

Conclusion and future outlook

Metabolomics, a non-targeted research method to study small molecules in biological samples from organisms, is currently considered to be an accessible approach for exploring diagnostic biomarkers. From the above description, we declare metabolomics to be a crucial integral field in biomarker discovery; we offer an overview of recent published research on HCC and summarize future development opportunities in the domain. We consider several aspects to be future directions which should rapidly be addressed by metabolomics approaches. Prospective studies may present valuable insights into the pathogenesis and progression of HCC. To use metabolomic assessments for identifying metabolic signatures as predictive biomarkers indicating disease stage or related clinical complications, exploration must begin before the disease occurs, and changes in metabolism must be compared in the development process of the disease. Metabolic profile changes and perturbation patterns may show a response to therapeutic measures and associated fluctuations of body function in metabolism. Mechanistic markers derived from metabolite signatures can be used for screening of drugs or treatment responses. Currently, the use of metabolomics for HCC prevention is still in an early stage; although it has many advantages, it has been in the technical optimization stage for a long time and has not achieved clinical use as a mature technology to differentiate high-risk patients with a 100% detection rate. In addition, there are few reports or studies on mortality predictions using HCC biomarkers. The development of combined markers is a general direction that is attracting the research interest of increasing numbers of scholars. Recently, metabolomics has undergone internal integration, including detection technique integration, multiple sample integration and data processing method integration, as well as external integration, such as integrated analysis of metabolomics and other methods. Integration in the development of metabolomics has enhanced scientific innovation and demonstrated value for various applications, encouraging continued progress in this direction. Taking into account the importance of early diagnosis of HCC, effective treatment and better patient life quality, we must intensify prospective studies to determine biomarkers of HCC based on metabolite profiles; we must also provide in-depth analysis of dynamic metabolomics associated with progression of symptoms, monitoring of side effects and establishment of targets for new drug studies. To realize this goal, we must develop international cooperation; progress in this area will eventually lead to personalized precision treatment of HCC patients.
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